
Minutes of Burst Group telecon, 12 December, 2001, 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. EST

(minutes drafted by Peter Saulson)

Agenda:
Report on the Science Interpretation Summit (Finn, Saulson)
Status and use of the MIT Burst Development System (MIT)
Report on cluster analysis tool development (Sigg, Ito)
Report on deep mine (Zweizig, Shoemaker)
E7 Preparations (Finn, Saulson)
Beyond E7: Analysis (Finn, Saulson)

Action items:
1. Erik Katsavounidis to give LDAS a coordinated Burst Group blessing of database table
design, or suggest changes.
2. Sam and Peter to organize E7 coordination and communication.
3. All members should write to Sam and Peter concerning their availability to work on
post-E7 analysis.
4. Sam and Peter to draft a plan for post-E7 analysis work.

Important issues needing further discussion:
1. Truly “reduced” data set
2. Protocol for filling databases: what is test, what is science?
3. Agreed-upon interpretations for database entry among all DSO’s

Detailed record of telecon:

Report on Science Interpretation Summit (Finn, Saulson)

   The Summit was successful, and met most of its goals.
   Detailed reports on status, goals of the 3 DSO’s: Daw on “slope detector”, Sylvestre on
“tfclusters”, and Brady on “excess power”. All are expected to be ready for E7, although
improvements and especially tuning/calibration need substantial work in most cases.
(tfclusters has begun serious testing on simulated signals.)
   We had a brief survey of sources given by Joan Centrella. A brief mini-seminar present
by Jay Norris of GSFC gave tantalizing evidence for a population of close gamma ray
bursts.
   Szabi Marka led a discussion of analysis based on “external” (i.e., non-GW) triggers.
Although data from a number of sources is available, the focus will be on gamma-ray
bursts, because: rate of triggers is high enough to expect half a dozen during E7, there are
strong reasons to believe that a gravity wave signal would precede the burst by at most a
few seconds, and gravitational wave strength from the event is likely to be relatively
strong.
   The meeting turned to discussing how to interpret the various searches we have in
mind. Connecting the triggered search to astrophysics is the most straightforward and
perhaps the most interesting (from the astronomers’ point of view, at least.) Vicky



Kalogera agreed to draft the outline of a paper on the triggered search. There was much
discussion of a “close to the instrument” style of upper-limit paper. After the discussion,
Peter Saulson agreed to outline that paper. Attendees also were able to sketch out a paper
on an “astrophysically-motivated” search using the outputs of our DSO’s to search in
regions of t-f space that match various source models. Sam Finn is the secretary who will
write the 0th draft of that paper’s outline.

Discussion related to Summit and similar topics:

   Warren Johnson brought us up to date on ALLEGRO’s status. It is cooling now, and if
the cool-down goes well could be operational just in time for E7. He will keep us
informed. Warren also offered to be the Burst Group member who could bring
information about statistics, cuts, and vetoes in the ALLEGRO data stream.

   Sam Finn remarked that while on-line runs of the DSO’s will be important, it seems
certain that off-line runs will be the most valuable. Some of them need calibration
information to function properly, and also we haven’t done enough tune-up work to know
that we’ve set thresholds and other parameters at their optimum levels.

Status of MIT LDAS Installation

   Erik Katsavounidis reported that the MIT LDAS system is fully functional, and capable
of meeting its twin missions of 1) being able to run lots of data through DSO’s for
testing, and 2) being an accessible development environment as DSO’s are being
improved. It has the large set of “useful” E5 data, and will soon have E6 data as well.
Both Julien and Ed have been making use of the system for their work. For those wanting
to know what data is available, a GUILD query can give the answer.

   There was a broad discussion of what data from E6 and E7 should be staged to MIT.
Alan Weinstein reported that he was working with Philip Charlton to produce a
decimated version of the “gravity wave channel” from E6 and then moved to MIT. It
would only occupy a few GB. Ed Daw pointed out that more channels would be useful, in
particular for tests he has in mind of the slope detector. Robert Schofield pointed out that
there is now a joint Reduced Data Set for E6 containing both LHO and LLO data
streams. He also reminded us that Daniel Sigg’s LIDAX tool can make a custom RDS
from any data on disk.

   Daniel made the point that there is no single output channel that should be considered a
true “gravity wave channel”; constructing h(t) may require contributions from more than
one channel, and certainly requires calibration and correction for transfer functions.

   Sam and David Shoemaker both urged us to make progress in establishing a well-
motivated Reduced Data Set that is actually significantly reduced in size from the full
channel list. This will require progress in the detector characterization effort (e.g., the
Deep Mine.) Once done, this should be made “official”, so that we don’t need to transfer
such large amounts of data for future work.



   Sam urged us to establish rules for when we populate the “official” data bases. They
should be reserved for results we intend to interpret as science. Results of various tests
should go in test databases.

Event analysis tool

   Daniel and Masahiro Ito reported on good progress in building up the Event Tool. It is
now able to read GUILD output (XML), and can store data, pick out columns, and
histogram them. It can do “column math” and work with “column conditions.” A basic
coincidence algorithm exists, as does a simple test for the existence of a cluster of
triggers. Daniel reports that it is fundamentally working, although it still needs extensive
testing. It is part of the unified DMT/GDS distribution.

Deep Mine

   John Zweizig reported that he ran the E6 data through two monitors, glitchmon (using a
config file set up by Natalia Zotov), and PSLMon (with John’s own config file.) A large
number of triggers were written to the MIT data base: 126,000 from PSLMon, and
10,000 from glitchmon. John has also written a program to print out channel time series
associated with individual triggers; this program runs on many but not all DMT
machines.

   There was some discussion about the nature of the glitchmon triggers. There were too
few, so a lower threshold is called for. But many triggers that were recorded seemed less
than useful. Quite a few were very long (many seconds), calling into question the
algorithm used to define a glitch, or at least the choice of filter parameters used in this
run. There are deadtime issues as well; Robert and Masahiro said those are well
understood and volunteered to help with the tuning for the next pass.

E7 preparation

   Sam urges Burst Group members who will be present at the sites during E7 to use their
time when not on shift to carry out burst-relevant investigations, such as pushing forward
the Deep Mine, or checking/tuning DSO’s.

   We need to ensure that the proper mechanism is implemented for real-time running of
the DSO’s. During E6, Julien made use of scripts developed by Peter Shawhan and others
to automatically submit LDAS jobs. With improvements, a similar procedure will be used
during E7. Julien will be the Burst Group’s resource person for this.

   Kent Blackburn urged the Burst Group to carefully check the structure of the database
tables used by our DSO’s, to ensure that they will meet our needs.

   Alan called for agreement among DSO authors for consistent meanings for the various
entries that exist, in particular “amplitude”, “SNR”, and “confidence”. Sam proposed a



particular meaning for “confidence”: the probability that Gaussian noise alone could be
responsible for a signal of that size.

   A poll of attendees was taken, to see who would be where during E7. This of course
isn’t complete, but here is what we learned:

Sam Finn LHO 8 – 12 Jan
Tiffany Summerscales LLO 2 – 4 Jan
Patrick Sutton LLO ?
Peter Saulson LLO 28 Dec – 12 Jan
Isabel Leonor LHO 30 Dec – 2 Jan
Robert Schofield LHO all of E7
Masahiro Ito LHO all of E7
Rauha Rahkola LHO all of E7
LSU group LLO all of E7
Szabi Marka LLO all of E7
Julien Sylvestre LHO 4 – 12 Jan
Erik Katsavounidis available as needed
Stefan Ballmer available as needed
John Zweizig LLO all of E7
Kent Blackburn LLO one week
Albert Lazzarini LLO another week
(most LDAS staff will remain at Caltech)

   The issue of coordination of work during E7 was discussed. Most were against adding
another daily telecon, and John pointed out that the shift change telecons could contain
discussions of Burst Group business if needed. Making elog entries was encouraged, for
status reports and results of investigations. Joe Giaime pointed out that the most
important thing is to ensure that quality data is being recorded, but other information
(status/performance of DSO’s, nature of signals in diagnostic channels) should also be
shared and discussed.

   A daily email newsletter seemed to be a good compromise between utility and
intrusiveness. Sam and Peter will propose the specific mechanism(s) for coordination.

Beyond E7

   Once E7 is over, our post-run analysis starts. We will need to make great strides in
running the DSO’s, constructing our vetoes, running simulations, analyzing candidate
events, and interpreting the results. This will only work if we can commit substantial
labor to the task.

   Members are requested to send to Sam and Peter their estimates of their time
commitment in the January to April time frame. Sam and Peter will propose a work plan
and coordination mechanism, for discussion by the group.
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